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Doppler  Line  Shape of Atomic  Fluorescence 
Excited by Molecular  Photodissociation” 

Summary-A semiclassical treatment of the photodissociation 
of a  diatomic  molecule is developed. It  is shown that  the  angular dis- 
tribution of products will often be  peaked  parallel or perpendicular 
to the direction of the incident  light  beam.  The  form of the  anisotropy 
is usually  determined  just by the  orientation of the electronic tran- 
sition dipole moment  within the molecule and  the polarization of the 
exciting light. From the  angular  distribution,  the  Doppler  line  shape 
of fluorescence emitted by an excited  fragment  atom  is  derived by 
averaging the geometrical  factors  over the  translational  velocity 
distribution of the parent  molecules and  the  distributions  in magni- 
tude  and angle of the recoil velocity of the excited  atoms. A com- 
parison is  made with  dissociative  electron  impact  processes  which 
show similar  features.  The  photodissociation of NaI is  treated  in 
detail, and  the  factors influencing the fluorescence  width are 
evaluated  for  possible  optical  maser  systems in which the supply 
of excited  atoms is  generated by molecular  dissociation. 

N OPTICAL masers having  a  gas  as  the  active 
medium the  pumping mechanisms tried thus  far 
have utilized transitions between atomic  energy 

le~els.~-s  Many nlolecular dissociative processes which 
produce excited atoms  are known, howevere4 As pointed 
out  by Singer and Gorog5-’ these processes offer  at- 
tractive possibilities for maser systems, since the  pump- 
ing is irreversible,  may be relatively broad-band,  and 
can continuously  generate  an  almost  completely i n -  
verted population of excited atoms.  The  conditions  re- 
quired to  obtain  coherent amplification or oscillation by 
stimulated emission of the  atomic fluorescence line may 
be determined from the  fundamental  analysis  of 
Schawlow and T0wnes.l The  only way in which the 
mechanics of the molecular dissociation enters is via  its 
influence on the  Doppler line shape of the  atomic 
fluorescence. The  width of the emission is a  critical 
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parameter, however,  since a  larger width  raises  the 
threshold  population required for maser  oscillation and 
adds  greatly  to  the difficulty of selecting a single mode. 

We  shall  treat  the dissociation of a diatomic gas by  a 
beam  of  light  by means of a simple semiclassical 
model. The main features  derived from this will  be 
seen to  apply also to  other  dissociative processes and  to 
polyatomic molecules, although  these will be  con- 
sidered only briefly  here. The principal results  are  the 
distribution of velocity vectors of an atom . I *  pro- 
duced  by 

.4 B f h v p  + ( A B ) *  + A *  + B (1) 

and  the  Doppler line shape of the  atomic fluorescence, 

A* 4 A + ~ Y F .  (2)  

In  Section I we evaluate  the “form factors” i n  the  angu- 
lar  distribution of atoms, I ( @ ,  and  the  Doppler line 
shape D ( Y F ) ,  which depend  only on the  orientation of 
the  transition dipole  moment within  the  ~nolecule  and 
the polarization of the  pumping  light.  In  Section I1 
these  factors  are  averaged  over  the  thermal  distribu- 
tions of translational,  rotational,  and  vibrational  energy 
of the parent  n~olecules,  and  the  distribution of fre- 
quencies of the  pumping  light.  The  calculation of the 
form  factors is entirely  geometrical,  whereas  the  aver- 
ages  over  the  energy  distributions  require knowledge of 
the  potential  curves of both  the  ground  and excited elec- 
tronic  states of the A B  molecule. I n  Section 111 we  re- 
view experiments concerned with  the  anisotropy of the 
form factors,  and discuss briefly some possible applica- 
tions  to  optical masers. 

I. GEOMETRICAL FACTORS IN  PHOTODISSOCIATION 

According to  the  Franck-Condon  principle,8  the posi- 
tion  and  momenta of the  atomic nuclei remain  con- 
stant  during  the electronic jump which  accompanies  the 
absorption of a photon,. Ordinarily, if  the excited elec- 
tronic  state  subsequently  dissociates,  it  does so in a 
time  short  compared with a  rotational period of the 
molecule, and  the  distribution of trajectories of the 
fragment  atoms reflects the  initial  orientation of the 
molecule. The  photodissociating molecules are  not iso- 
tropically  distributed  with  respect to the exciting  light 
beam, since the  absorption  probability is greatest when 
the  transition dipole  moment is aligned with the elec- 
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tric  vector E of the light. Thus  the  angular  distribution 
of the  atoms should  show  a  corresponding  anisotropy. 

The calculation of the form  factors which charac- 
terize this  anisotropy  amounts  to  averaging  the  angular 
dependence of the  transition  probability,  proportional 
to 1 pif .  e l  over all rotational  orientations of the 
molecule. Several  distinct cases appear.  These  are speci- 
fied (see Table I V  and Fig. 1) by  the polarization of the 
exiciting light;  by  the  orientation of pit, which is either 
parallel or perpendicular to  the molecular axis;  and  by 
the  direction of departure of the  product  atom, which is 
regarded as undergoing either axial recoil along  the 
initial  direction of the molecular  axis,  or transverse recoil 
perpendicular to it. I n  Section I1  the general  result will 
be synthesized  from  these  two  limiting  cases  for the re- 
coil direction. 

The  orientation of the  transition dipole  moment 

= J +i*p+,dT 

is readily  identified  from the  symmetry  properties of 
the initial and final molecular states.9 As seen in Tables I 
and 11, the allowedlo Z 4 2 ,  I I+I I ,  and A+A transitions 
are  parallel,  and Z+II and II+A are  perpendicular. 
The  tables also  include  rules  for  electron impact re- 
cently  derived  by Dunn;” here the  designation  “par- 
allel”  or  “perpendicular” refers to  the  orientation of the 
molecular  axis  with  respect to a  symmetry axis of the 
collision.  For  electron capture  this  symmetry axis lies 
along the  incident electron  beam.  For  dissociative 
excitation  or  ionization  processes, a symmetry axis is 
less obvious,  but can  still be defined, as  Dunn  has 
shown. I n  many  cases Dunn’s rules  predict  anisotropies 
in the  distribution of products which are  qualitatively 
similar to those for photodissociation,  and we shall 
make  some  comparisons in Section 111. 

The  average over rotational  orientations is con- 
veniently  formulated in terms of the  Eulerian angles 4, 
8, $ which relate  a  rotating,  “molecule-fixed”  set of 
coordinate  axes, xyz, to a  nonrotating “space-fixed” 
system  with  axes  parallel to specified laboratory direc- 
tions, X Y Z .  For  both  systems  the origin is the center-of- , 

mass of atoms A and B. The angles 8, 4 are  ordinary 
polar  coordinates  which  locate  the z axis  relative to  the 
Z axis and X Y plane,  and $ is an  azimuthal angle about 
the z axis.  Since  all orientations of the molecule are 
equally  likely, 

sin OdOd@+ (3) 

is the  (unnormalized)  probability of an  orientation with 
Eulerian  angles in the range 8, 4, $ to 8+d8, 4+@, 
$+d$. When the electric  vector  is  aligned  along  one of 
the space-fixed axes F =  X ,  Y ,  2, and  the  transition 
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TABLE I 
BEHAVIOR OF THE TRANSITION PROBABILITY  BETWEEN  PAIRS OF 
ELECTRONIC STATES OF HOMONUCLEAR DIATOMIC MOLECULES* 

EIE 010 P I 0  010 010 El0 

EIE P I 0  010 010 E l 0  

EIE 0 ! P  010 P I 0  

E I E   P I 0  010 

E ! E  0IP 

EIE 

* Behavior for parallel transitions is indicated to the right of the 
vertical line, for perpendicular transitions to the left. The transition 
probability for electric dipole transitions induced by photons is non- 
vanishing only where a P appears;  the transition probability for 
“aligned” collisions (see text) with electrons is nonvanishing where 
either a P or an E appears. 

TABLE I1 
BEHAVIOR OF THE TRANSITION  PROBABILITY  BETWEEN  PAIRS OF 

ELECTRONIC STATES OF HETERONUCLEAR 
DIATOMIC MOLECULES* 

z+ z- n A 

dipole  moment lies along  one of the molecule-fixed axes 
g = x ,  y,  e, the absorption  probability is proportional to 

I g ’  E 1 ’  = C(r2&F2 I @ F P ( ~ ,  0, $1 I*, (4) 

since 

P F  = @’FrPw 
‘ 0  

(For  simplicity we have  dropped  the  subscripts  from 
vir.) Here the angle  dependent  factors + F ~  are  the  direc- 
tion  cosines  which  describe the  orthogonal  transforma- 
tion”  between the X Y Z  and xyz systems (see Table 
111). The probability that dissociation  occurs for 
orientations in the range specified by (3) is thus given 
by 

1 @To(+, 0, +) 12 sin eded+d+, (5) 

except  for an angle  independent  normalization  factor. 
We shall  choose the z axis of the molecule-fixed sys- 

tem  along the  direction of departure of atom A ,  so that 
the polar  coordinates which describe the  angular dis- 
tribution become identical to  the Eulerian  angles 0 and 

H. Goldstein, “Classical Mechanics,” Addison-Wesley Publ. CO., 
Inc., Reading, Mass.;  1957. 
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+. For  either axial or  transverse recoil of A ,  we may ob- 
tain  the  intensity which enters  the  range 0, + to  e+&, 
r$+& by  simply  averaging (5) over $. By definition, 
this  intensity is 

I@, 4) sin eded4, 

where I (0 ,  4) is the  differential cross  section per unit 
solid angle. Therefore we find 

Ip,(e, 4) = 'S," I aFg(4, 6, GI IW. (6) 
2 7  

These  functions  are given in Table 111. 
As the  transformation between the X Y Z  and xyz 

systems  is  orthogonal,  the  results for other cases of in- 
terest, in which p or E have  equal  components  along 
two  axes, are  obtained  by merely  summing  terms of 
the  appropriate form in (4), ( S ) ,  and (6). To  bring  out 
the  symmetry of the  angular  distributions, we chose the 
2 axis  along E in the case of plane polarized light,  and 
along the direction of the  beam for unpolarized light; 
thus we  use the  functions Iz8 or IxO+Iy8 ,  respectively, 
which are  independent of 4. For axial recoil 

pz = pU = 0; pz # o for 1 1  transitions, 

pz = pU # 0; p s  = 0 for I transitions, 

since the molecular  axis coincides with the z axis. For 
transverse recoil, the molecular axis is taken along 
either  the x or y axis  and  the pg components  are per- 
muted  accordingly. For  example, in the case of un- 
polarized light,  the  angular  distributions for the  two 
types of electronic transitions  are given by (except for 
normalization) 

Ii@) = 1x2 + I Y ,  

and 

I o )  = + + lYz + 
for axial recoil. The  results for transverse recoil are 
obtained  by z+x (or y), x+y (or z ) ,  y+z (or x ) .  In 
Table  IV  formulas for the  various cases are collected. 
These  distributions  have  the form characteristic of a 
dipole interaction, l+aP2(0), and  satisfy  the expected 
sum rules:I3 

$ I A ( e )  + $IT(@ = 1 (7) 

$Ill(e) + $IL(e) = I. (8) 

The  angular  distributions peak a t  right angles to  the 
incident  beam in those  cases in which the direction of 
recoil coincides with  the  transition dipole  moment 
(axial,  parallel;  or  transverse, perpendicular) ; other- 
wise, the  distributions peak  forward and  backward along 
the beam. 

la Indeed, from relations ( 7 )  and (8), one  can  infer  the  relative 
signs and  magnitudes of the  asymmetry  parameter a for the various 
cases of Table IV but  not  the  absolute magnitude. 

TABLE I11 

OF EULERIAN AKGLES 
TRANSFORMATION COEFFICIENTS IN TERMS 

Direction  Direction of Electric  Field 
of Transi- 
tion  Dipole F =  X Y Z 

Direction  cosine  factors, @po 

g = x  C+C$ - s+Ces$ S+c$ + c+ces$ ses$ 
Y -C+S$-s+cec$ -S+s$+C+CeC$ seC$ 
z s+se - c+se ce 

Azimuthally  averaged  squares, 1 / ( h )  j aFP I * 
x or y Hc~z+~+2cez) )(S,z+C+*Cez) + s e n  

2 S+2Se2 C+zSet Cez 

Here  sine is abbreviated  by S,  cosine by C. 

TABLE IV 
DIFFERENTIAL  CROSS SECTION I@) IN 

CESTER-OF-MASS SYSTEM 

Electronic  Transition  Axial Recoil Transverse Recoil 

For polarized  light  with  electric field along Z axis 

II 1 + 2p2 1 -P1 

I 1 -P2 1 +fP? 
For unpolarized  light  incident  along Z axis 

I1 1 -Pz 1 +fPz 

I 1 +)P2 1 -tP? 

where 

From  Tables I11 and  IV we may readily derive  the 
corresponding  form factors for the  shape of the fluores- 
cence line emitted  by excited d *  atoms.  At  the low gas 
pressures of interest in maser experiments,  the line 
shape is mainly  determined  by  the  Doppler  effect,  and 
other  contributions will be  neglected. Since the  relative 
displacement in frequency or wavelength is 

(Y - Y O ) / Y O  % (x - xO)/hO = V A / C  (9) 

(where c denotes  the speed of  light),  the Doppler line 
shape is proportional  to  the  probability  distribution of 
the  component  along  the direction of observation of the 
velocity vector of atom A .  The  laboratory velocity is 
the  resultant 

V A  = C A B  + V A  (10) 

of the velocity of the  center-of-mass  of A B  and  the re- 
coil velocity which carries A away from the center-of- 
mass. I t  is convenient, however, to  derive first the 
geometrical  form factors for CAB = O  and V A  fixed  in 
magnitude,  and  then  construct from these  the general 
result as shown in Section 11. 
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These form  factors for “recoil only” will be  denoted  by 
RF(VF,  v ) .  They give the  distributions of components 
V F  of the recoil velocity  along the space-fixed axes  when 
V A  has  the fixed magnitude v. The simplest  method of 
evaluating  the R p  functions  permutes the axes so that 
the new set X’Y’Z‘ has  the 2’ axis  along the direction 
of observation. The corresponding  expressions  for the 
angular  distributions I ( V ,  4‘) are  obtained as before 
from (6 )  and  Table 111. From  the  probability  distribu- 
tion  for  directions of V A ,  

I(@’, I$’) sin 6‘de’dI$’, 

and  the relation V F  = v cos e’, we then  obtain 

The  integration (which  eliminates all reference to  the 
primed  coordinate  system) yields 

RF(vF, V) = ( 1  + aFP?F)RO, (12) 

with 

[ ‘ R F ( ~ F ,  V ) d t j F  = I ,  

where Ro is the form factor for an isotropic  distribution 
of recoil vectors, 

Ro = l / v ,  for v > V F  > - v 

= 0, elsewhere (13) 

and 

PZF = -( w 1  ”. 
1 3212 - 
2 

For  observation  along the Z axis, the  asymmetry pa- 
rameter az is the  same  as in Table  IV,  whereas for ob- 
servation  along  the X or Y axes, 

ax = ay = - aaz. ( 1 5 )  

Thus,  the  average in ( 1 1 )  supresses part  of  the effect of 
the  anisotropy in the  angular  distributions in the Rx 
and R y  functions (which are identical) but  not in the 
Rz function. In  Table  V,  the  form  factors  are  sorted  into 
four classes, A to D ,  characterized by decreasing  aniso- 
tropy,  and  these  are  compared in Fig. 1 .  I t  is easily 
shown that  the RF functions  satisfy  sum  rules  analogous 
to (7) and (8), with  unity replaced by Ro, and 

Q(Rx + RY + Rz) = ( 1  + 4azPnz)Ro. (16) 

Also, if the  direction of observation  does  not coincide 
with one. of the axes, but lies along a line L with polar 
angles 0, 9, the corresponding  form  factor  is  given  by 

RL(WL, o) = Rx sin 0 cos @ + RP sin sin @ 

+ Rz  COS 8, (17) 

where the  arguments of the R p  functions are vx = V L  sin 
8 cos 9, etc. 

TABLE V 
FORM FACTORS RF FOR RECOIL BROADENING OF 

ATOMIC FLUORESCENCE LINE 

Electronic Light Observation 
Transition Beam Direction 

Axial 
Recoil 

Transverse 
Recoil 

Case A 

It 
Case B 

I 

/I 
I/ 

Case C 

I 

II 
I 

Case D 

I 

Z axis and u unpclarized light incident along the Z axis. These 
Here p denotes polarized light with the electric vector along the 

formulas are to be multiplied by the isotropic factor Ro as in equa- 
tion (12). 

A 0 

- I  0 I 
V,/V OT cos8 

C D 

J3-n 
Fig. I-Form factors, l + a P ~ ,  for axial recoil (solid curves)  and 

transverse recoil (dashed curves) for the various cases defined in 

of Table IV. 
Table V. Cases A, B, C apply  also to thedifferentialcrosssections 

11. AVERAGES OVER ENERGY  DISTRIBUTIONS 
As indicated in ( l o ) ,  we must  compound  the form 

factors given in Table V with the  distribution of 
center-of-mass  velocity  vectors  and  the  distribution  in 
magnitude of the recoil velocity.  We  shall  denote by 

D F ( V F ) ~ V F  

the  probability  that  atom A has a  velocity  component 

VF = C F  + V F  

in the laboratory-fixed  coordinate  system  within  the 
range V F  to Vp+dVp.  [For  simplicity, the  subscripts 
in (10)  are henceforth  omitted.] The Doppler  line  shape 
of the  atomic fluorescence is obtained  from DF( V F )  by 
replacing V F  with C ( V - Y ~ ) / V ~ .  Since the  distributions 
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to  be combined are  independent, we have 

DF(VF)  

= J o n J v T R ~ ( V p  - C F ,  z ) ) T ( C F ) P ( Z J ) ~ C F ~ Z ~  (18a) 

or 

= sos s-‘1 R ~ ( D F ,  2‘) T ( V F  - Z J F ) ~ ‘ ( Z J ) ~ V F ~ Z J .  (18b) 

T( C p )  is the  translational velocity distribution, 

T ( c p ) d C ~  = (l/& a) exp ( -Cp*/a’))dC~, (19) 

where 

a = [2kT/ (ma  + r n ~ ) ] ~ ~ ~  (20) 

is the most  probable  thermal  velocity of an -4B molecule. 
P(v)  is the recoil velocity distribution  and is the  only 
factor which depends on the  detailed mechanics  of 
photodissociation. I n  (18aj  the line shape is con- 
structed  by  regarding each  point of the “recoil only” 
curve to be broadened  by the  translational  distribu- 
tion, whereas  (18b) is the converse of this. The limits  of 
integration  are  imposed  by  (13). 

The  average over the  translational velocity distribu- 
tion is conveniently  formulated in terms of the  error 
integral  and  its  derivativeI4 

a ( x )  = (2 /d~)  J’e-zzde; ~ ’ ( x )  = ( 2 / d i ) e - Z ~ ,  
0 

and the dimensionless  variables 

5 = V F / a ;  9 = a / a .  

Thus (18)  yields 

DF(VF) = JonF(6, V)[p(aV)/V]dV, ( 2  1 )  

where 

F(&V) = [ I  + $(aF/V2)(35* - V 2  + 4>] 
. [ m  + V) - m - all 
+ i(aF,/V*) [ ( E  - ?>R’([ + 7) 

- (l + dR’(5 - d l .  ( 2 2 )  

As 7 ranges  from  small to large  values, the F(& 7) func- 
tion  varies  between T([)  and &( f ,  7). For 7: 1 ,  the 
line shape  remains  practically  Gaussian,  and  therefore 
is not significantly  affected  by  photodissociation. The 
half-width a t  half-intensity is closely  approximated  by 
the usual formula15 

AV = ( Y ~ / G ) [ ( ~ R T / ~ )  In 2 l 1 / 2 ,  (23) 

of Probability Functions,” vol. I ,  National Bureau of Standards, 
14 An extensive tabulation of these functions is given in “Tables 

Washington, D. C.; 1941. 
A. C. G. Mitch;ll and M .  W. Zemansky, “Resonance Radiation 

and Excited Atoms, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, Eng- 
land; 1961. 

-1 1 -1 I 
Fig. 2-Line shape functions F(E, q )  vs E for various values of a, the 

asymmetry parameter of Table V, and q ,  the ratio of the recoil 
velocity and the most probable translational velocity. 

but with m the mass of the  parent molecule rather  than 
the  atom.  For 7752 the line shape is primarily  deter- 
mined by  the “recoil only” form  factor.  This is illustrated 
in Fig. 2 ,  which compares  the F(6,  7) functions  cor- 
responding to  the  two most  anisotropic  cases  of  Table V. 

The P(o) distribution which  governs  the final average 
in ( 2 1 )  is determined  by  the  shape of the  potential 
curves for the ground and excited  electronic states of 
the .dB molecule, the  thermal  distributions  of initial 
rotational  and  vibrational  energy,  and  the  spectral  dis- 
tribution of the  pumping  light. In discussing  these fac- 
tors we shall use the  NaI molecule as  an example. 

According to  an  approximate form of the  Franck- 
Condon principle,16 the  probability that an  electronic 
jump  to  a repulsive  potential  curve V ( r )  takes place 
with the  internuclear  distance  between ro and ro+dro 
is proportional to 

~ p ~ p j n  I +n(ro>  1 ‘dro, (24) 

where #, is the wavefunction  for the  nth  vibrational 
level of the ground  electronic state of AB,  with  energy 
En above  the lowest level and  relative  population fn; 

and  the  pumping  light  has  intensity I, at  the frequency 
v, for which 

V(r0) = hvp + E,.  ( 2 5 )  

Fig. 3 shows the repulsive  potential  curve for the  state 
of NaI which dissociates to form an excited Na(2P) 
atom,  as derived  from  these  relations and fluorescence 
intensity  measurement^.^' A portion of the  potential 
curve for the ground  electronic state is also  shown,  in- 
cluding the  vibrational  levels  and  their  relative  popula- 
tions. The threshold  energy V( a) =5.22 f0.09  ev is 
the  sum of the  NaI dissociation  energy (Do=3.12 ev) 
recommended  by Brewer1* and  the  Na(%P)  excitation 
energy. 

The final relative  kinetic  energy of the A* and B 
atoms is 

E = V ( 4  - V ( a )  + 4(L2/ccro”, (2 6) 

Co., Inc., Princeton, N. J., p. 393; 1961. 
16 G. Herzberg, “Spectra of Diatomic Molecules, D. Van Nostrand 

Cot and H a , ’ ’  J. Chem. Phys., vol; 23, pp. 1391-1397; August, 1955. 
H. G. Hanson, “Quenching of NaI fluorescence by  HZ, HCI, 

eous alkali halides,” Chem. Rev., vol.  61,  pp. 425-432; August, 1%1. 
L. Brewer and E. Brackett, The dissociation energies of gas- 
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. No I ‘2’ 

- 6.00 

- 5.75 

- 5 5 0  
> 
0) - 
L - 
w - 525 

> 
1 

- 0.25 

- 0  

Fig.  3-Potential  curves for the Sa1  molecule 
(after  Hansenl?). 

where p is the reduced  mass 

and L is the  initial  rotational  angular  momentum of the 
excited (AB)*  molecule, which is practically the same 
(except a t  low values of L) as  the  rotational  momentum 
J of the  ground  state A B  molecule. However, to  obtain 
the  appropriate  statistical weight  factors fL, we divide 
the  relative  populations of the  rotational levels fJ by 
(2J+1), since the  orientational degeneracy  has already 
been accounted  for  in  our  calculation of the form 
factors.  The recoil velocity ( V = V R )  of the A* atom is 
given by 

V A ( ~ O ,  L)  = (m~/m)(2E/p)~’~. (2 7) 

To evaluate  the  distribution  function P(o), we have 
prepared  a computer program  which, for any specified 
potential  functions,  evaluates (27) for  given  values of 
TO, n, and J ,  and  compounds  the  weighting  factors of 
(24) with fL. Detailed  calculations  employing  this  pro- 
gram are described e1~ewhere.l~ For  the  present  pur- 
pose, a  simple  approximation is sufficient. This con- 
siders  only  the  population  factors fn and fL and  the most 
primitive form of the  Franck-Condon  principle,  which 
assumes that electronic jumps occur  only  from the mid- 
point when n=O, and only from the  turning  points of 
the classical  vibration when n>O. Fig. 4 gives the 
P(o) functions  derived in this  way for various  vibra- 

v,,, ( lo4 cm/sec) 

Fig.  &Distribution of recoil velocity of S a  atoms produced  by pho- 
todissociation of NaI molecules  in  various  vibrational levels. The 
sloping  curves which extend to higher  velocities  arise  from the ro- 
tational  contribution  in (26). 

tional states of NaI;  the subscripts “L” and “H” for 
n>O distinguish  the  “low”  and  “high”  jumps  from  the 
turning points. 

We have  considered  axial and  transverse recoil sep- 
arately, in order to postpone  the problem of treating  the 
actual  distribution of recoil directions. The  trajectory 
of the A* atom  emitted in  a  photodissociation will ap- 
proach an  asymptotic line which makes  an  angle x with 
the  initial  direction of the molecular  axis. Axial recoil 
(x=Oo)  is  approached when 

V(ro) - V (  m) >> L4/2pro2, 

and  transverse recoil (x = 90’) in the opposite  limit. The 
angle of recoil is obtained  by reversing the  trajectory 
calculation  for  a  two-body collision,12 and  this gives 

X h  L )  = (L2/2co”2 Jr: [ V(r0) - V(r> 

(28) 

The  computer  programlg also evaluates (28) and  the 
trajectories.  Fig. 5 shows  two sets of typical  trajec- 
tories,  one  corresponding to  the TO at  the midpoint of 
the n=O vibration,  the  other  to  the Y O  for the “low”  side 
of n =4. As the  latter  transition is nearly at  the  thresh- 
old (see Fig. 3), the recoil angles become quite large. 
However, the  statistical weight  factor fL favors low 
rotational  energy  and  thus low values of x, as is illus- 
trated  by  the  distributions given in Fig. 6. 

To derive the  angular  distribution  corresponding  to  a 
given  value of Y .  we return  to (51 and  introduce  a new 

1@ R. N. +re :nd D.  R.  Herschbach,  “Mechanics of Molecular 
Photodissociatlon,  Lawrence  Rad.  Lab.,  University of California, 
Berkeley,  UCRL  Rept.  10438;  September, 1962. u ,.. . I  
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75" - 

60"- 

- n = O  I 

Fig. +Trajectories of S a  atoms produced by photodissociation of 
NaI molecules  in variousvibrationalstates, n, and  rotational  states, 
J .  The  distance between the recoiling  Na and I atoms  exceeds 
100 A within less than seconds, for n = O ,  and less than 
5 X 1O-" seconds, for n = 4 ~ .  

system of axes,  denoted  by g,=x,yG, (with r for "re- 
coil"),  with  the zr axis  parallel to  the  asymptote  to  the 
trajectory of A .  The old "molecule-fixed" system, which 
we  now denote  by g, = xmymzm, has 2, along the molecu- 
lar  axis. Thus x is the polar  angle relating  the  two  sys- 
tems;  the g, axes  can be oriented so that  the  other  two 
Eulerian  angles  vanish. The angles  with  respect to  the 
"space-fixed" system, F = X Y Z ,  are e=&, 4=4,=4,, 
and # =#r =#m. The  direction cosine  elements 
@~~,(4,  e,, #) which appear in (4)-(6) are  transformed 
into  combinations of the @par($, 8, #) elements  by  an 
axis rotation,  and  thus 

@ F m  = @Fcr 

@Fym = COS x@.pur + sin @ F z t  

@Fzm = - sin X @ F ~ ,  + COS X @ F ~ , .  

The  calculation of the  angular  distribution now proceeds 
as before, and simply  "mixes" the previous  results  for 
axial and  transverse  recoil, 

I@) = cos2 + sin2 xZ,(e). (294 

This may also be written  as 

= 1 + aPz(X)Pz(e),  (29b) 

where a is the  asymmetry  parameter for the axial  case 
given in Table IV.  Analogous  results obtain for the RF 
form factors of Table V. 

The average  over the x distribution  can be  readily  in- 
corporated  in (21); in effect, we have x = x ( v ) ,  since (27) 
and (28) are  determined by the  same  parameters  and 
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1 

ANGLE OF RECOIL, X 

Fig.  &Distributions of recoil angles.  These  correspond to  the 
velocity  distributions of Fig. 4. 

-10 0 10 

vNo ( lo4 cm 1 sec I 

Fig. 7-Doppler  line shapes  calculated for  fluorescence of Na  atoms 
produced in a  Case A transition of NaI (see Table V). The  area 
under the n = 3 ~  curves  should be reduced by  one-third  when com- 
parisons  with the  other curves are made. A velocity of 106 cm/sec 
corresponds to a Doppler  shift of 0.020 A. 

receive the  same  statistical weights.  When x = X O ,  with 

x. = arccos (I/&) = MOM', 

the  angular  distribution  and  the RF factors  correspond 
to isotropic  recoil, as seen  from (7).  For x<xo, the form 
factor for axial recoil gives the  dominant  contribution 
in (29). In  the  average  the  statistical  factors usually 
strongly  favor  small  values of x ,  as illustrated  in  Fig. 6, 
and since cos2 x remains  near  unity in this region, the re- 
sult is often  practically  equivalent to  the case of purely 
axial recoil. 

In Fig. 7 the combined effect of the  various  averages is 
illustrated  for  the  most  anisotropic  form  factor,  Case  A 
of Table V. The  three  uppermost  curves refer to  an 
n = 3 ~  transition,  and show RF averaged  over v (dot- 
dashed  curve), over v and x (dashed curve),  and over 
D, x ,  and  the  translational velocity distribution (solid 
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curve). I t  is seen that even for this  near threshold 
transition, which has a relatively  broad distribution i n  
x (see Fig. 6 ) ,  the line shape is quite close to  that  for 
purely axial recoil. The  two lower curves  refer  to 
excitation  by a rectangular band of pumping  light  with 
energy well above  the threshold.  Both curves  have been 
averaged  over v ,  x, and translation; i n  one (dashed)  the 
pumping  band is narrow  and  excites only  the n=O 
transition, in  the  other (solid) it is 500 A wide and 
excites transitions from  all the  vibrational levels. 

111. DISCUSSION 
There  have been many  experimental  studies of 

atomic fluorescence excited by nlolecular photodissocia- 
tion,  and  a bibliography is given elsewhere.’9 In several 
cases,  the presence of large Doppler broadening  due to  
recoil has been e ~ t a b l i s h e d . ~ ~ ~ ~  However, an  early  study 
of the NaI photodissociation b!, llitchell  appears  to 
be the  only  attempt  that  has been mnde to observe a 
possible anisotropy i n  the  angular  distribution of prod- 
ucts.zO  Mitchell viewed the fluorescent light  through  a 
sodium vapor  filter, which transmitted  only  that  part 
of the  light for  which the Doppler shift exceeded the 
absorption  width of the filter. As he found no observable 
difference in  the  intensity of this filtered light  emitted 
parallel and perpendicular to  the  incident  beam, 
Mitchell concluded that  the  angular  distribution  of 
products was i s o t r o p i ~ . ’ ~ ~ ~ ~  

This result is disappointing,  but  it is not  incompatible 
with the  treatment outlined  here. According to  Table V ,  
since the  exciting  light was unpolarized the  experiment 
involved a comparison of cases B and C, if  the  transi- 
tion is 242, or cases C and D, i f  Z 4 I .  It is only neces- 
sary  to consider the form factors of Fig. 1, as the recoil 
broadening is much  larger than  the  thermal  broadening 
(average 7755). Near  the  center of the fluorescence line, 
where the sodium filter is most effective,  the  ratio of the 
form factors is 2 for B / C  and 0.7 for C/D, for axial recoil. 
Under the  conditions of Mitchell’s experiment,  the  filter 
removed up  to 50 per cent of the fluorescence intensity. 
Thus,  the  intensity observed parallel and  perpendicular 
to  the  incident beam would be expected to change 
noticeably,  by  up  to - 2 5  per cent for a 2-2: transition 
and  up  to $15 per cent for 2-H. Spin-orbit  interac- 
tion is very large in NaI,  however,  and consequently  the 
excited electronic states correspond to  mixtures of Z and 
II states.I6  The  transition dipole moment,  therefore,  has 
both parallel and perpendicular character,  and, since a 
sum rule analogous to (8) applies, this could destroy 
much of the  anisotropy. I t  should also be  noted  that  the 
flourescent Na(2P)  atoms come from several excited 
states of NaI  that differ in  2 and II character.16 The 
upper  potential  curve in Fig. 3 actually  represents  a 
close bundle of curves for these states.  Over  most  of  the 
relevant  range of Y O ,  the  curves  probably  differ  by less 

geschwindigkeit der  Zerfallsprodukte bei der  optischen Dissoziation 
’0 A. C .  G. RIitc.hell, “Gber die Richtungsverteilung der  Relativ- 

yon SaJ ,  2. Phys., vol. 49, pp. 228-235; 1928. 

than  the 0.3-0.5 ev  bandwidth of the  pumping  light 
used by  Mitchell, so the various states should all con- 
tribute  significantly  to  the photodissociation.  Since the 
extent  to which the  spin-orbit coupling  and superposi- 
tion of transitions should reduce the  anisotrop).  depends 
on the  relative  importance of Z-+Z and Z-II character 
i n  the  net dissociation probability,  and  this is not  known, 
we can  conclude only that  hlitchell’s result is plausible. 
The  anisotropy would persist, for example, even  with Z 
and II states mixed equally, if  the intrinsic  probability 
for Z+L: components were substantially  greater  than for 
Z+II (as suggested  by a simple charge  transfer nlodel 
for the  transition dipole moment).lS 

Recently,  the  anisotropy of the photodissociation 
probability  has been confirmed and exploited i n  an 
elegant  experitvent on the N2+ molecular ion by 
Dehmelt  and Jefferts.?’ This is not concerned with 
angular  distributions or fluorescellce, but with the  total 
photodissociation rates for the  various spectroscopic 
states.  The  orientation dependence of these rates  pro- 
vides a means  to  accumulate molecules selectively i n  
particular  magnetic  substates and to  monitor  the  popu- 
lation  changes itlduced by  absorption of rndiofrequency 
radiation.  Dehmelt and  Jefferts  have  derived i n  detail 
the photodissociation rates for the case of a parallel 
transition produced b!. polarized light,  and  their 
anal)*sis  may readily be extended to  the  other cases con- 
sidered in Table I V .  The classical expressions for the 
rates  are derived  by averaging (5) over  the molecular 
precessions characteristic of each  spectroscopic state, 
and  quantum mechanical results may be obtained  by 
replacing  the @Fn factors of Table 111 with  the well- 
known expressions for direction cosine matrix ele- 
ments.22 

Comparisons  with molecular dissociation by electron 
impact  are of particular  interest, as maser pumping  by 
electrons  may sometinles be preferable to  pumping  by 
photons.  The dissociative  ionization of Hz molecules by 
an  electron  beam  has been foundz3  to give an  aniso- 
tropic  distribution of protons,  approximately of the 
form 1 +2Pz(0),  but  there seems to be  no experimental 
information  about  angular  distributions for other 
systems. A theoretical calculation of the  product  dis- 
tributions  and fluorescence line shape would proceed 
jus t  as for photodissociation, if  the form factors of 
Tables IV and V were replaced by  functions  appropriate 
to  electron  impact. However,  even i n  the Born approxi- 

tion of alignment of Hz+ molecular  ions by selective photodissocia- 
21 K. B. Jefferts  and H. G. Dehmelt, “Experimental  demonstra- 

tion,’’ Bull. A m .  Phys. Soc., vol. 7, p,. 432; August, 1962. See also, 
H. G. Dehmelt  and  K. B. Jefferts,  Alignment of the H2+ molec- 
ular ion  by selective photodissociation. I , ”  Phys. Rev., vol. 125, pp. 
1318-1322; February, 1962. 

See,  for example, P. C .  Cross, R. M. Hainer,  and G. W .  King, 
“The asymm$ric rotor 11. Calculation of dipole  intensities and line 
classification, J .  Chem.  Phys., voL112, pp. 210-243; June, 1944. 

28 V. X. Sasaki  and T. Nakao,  hlolekulire Orientierung  und  die 
Anregungs-und Dissoziatio;swahrscheinlichkeit Wasserstoff-mole- 

413-415; December, 1935. See also, V. N. Sasaki and T. Nakao, 
kiils durch  Elektronenstoss, Proc. Zmp, Acad.  Japan, vol. 11, pp. 

‘iMolekulare  Orientierung und  die Dissoziationnswahrscheinlichkeit 
des Wasserstoffmolekiils durch  Electronenstoss, Proc. Imp.  Acad. 
Japan, vol. 17, pp. 75-77; March, 1941. 
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mation  limit,  the  evaluation of the  transition prob- 
ability P(4,  6, J / )  which replaces I p.el in ( 5 )  is a 
formidable  numerical  problem. Dunn's  qualitative 
characterization of the  anisotropies of P(4, 6, +) refers 
to two  configurations in which the  momentum  transfer 
vector K is aligned either parallel or  perpendicular to 
the molecular axis." According to  the  symmetry 
analysis  summarized in Tables  I  and 11,  in most transi- 
tions P(4, 6, J / )  vanishes for one  or another of these 
configurations,  and  then  the dissociation  products will 
peak  parallel  or  perpendicular to K (only  axial recoil is 
considered). In  the case of dissociative  electron  capture 
or  attachment, K is identical to  the  propagation  vector 
k of the  electron  beam.  For  dissociative  excitation or 
ionization, K will have  a  range of orientations  relative 
to k (and described by an  angle K ) ,  and  the  factors  in- 
volved in estimating  this  are also  discussed by Dunn. 

The peaking of the P(4, 8, 9) functions  with  respect 
to K may be expected to resemble qualitatively  the 
peaking  with  respect to  the electric  vector which ap- 
pears in photodissociation. Thus  it is useful to note 
the connections  given in Table  VI, which obtain when 
K is  parallel ( K  =O") or perpendicular ( K  =90°) to k. 
These  connections become quantitative  relations a t  
sufficiently high energies,  where the  transition prob- 
ability can be expanded  with I p. Kl as  the  leading 
term." Again there  appear  two classes of electronic 
transitions, now classified as AA = O  (2-+2, II+II, 
A-A) and AAZO (Z+II, 2 + A ,  II-tA). 

TABLE V I  

IMPACT WITH PHOTODISSOCIATION 
COMPARISON OF DISSOCIATIVE ELECTROS 

Transition 
Electronic 

Distribution 
.Angular Fluorescence 

Z X o r  Y 

Momentum  transfer  along beam (K=O') 

AA =O A A B 
AA 20 B B C 

Momentum  transfer transverse  to beam (r=90") 

AA =O B 
M ZO C 

B 
C 

C 
D 

ble qualitatively  those given for axial recoil  in Table V and  Fig. 1. 
Here A to D designates form factors which are expected to resem- 

The electron  beam is incident  along the Z axis. 

From Table VI we see that  the case of dissociative 
electron  capture  (for which K=O" always) is essentially 
equivalent  to photodissociation  with  polarized light, ex- 
cept that some  additional  transitions  become  allowed. 
For  dissociative  electron  excitation or  ionization, we 
may  expect to  obtain  a  practical  approximation  to 
the general  result by  taking 

I @ )  = cos2 K I c ( 6 )  + sin4 d l ( e )  (30) 

and analogous  expressions for the fluorescence  form 
factors.  (These  mixing  formulas  are  readily  justified 
when the I p. KI * term  dominates  the  transition prob- 
ability.)  Here Ic(e) denotes  the result which applies for 

electron  capture  or polarized  photodissociation,  as  given 
in the upper part of Table VI. In (30) this is reached in 
the  limit of large momentum  transfer (where k e K  and 
hence K ~ O O ) ,  which obtains  near  the  excitation or 
ionization  threshold. We denote  by I.(6) the  result for 
small momentum  transfer  (where k>>K and  the con- 
servation  laws  require K - u ~ O " ) ,  which obtains a t  high 
energy. This limit  resembles  closely  photodissociation 
by  unpolarized light,  and is given in the lower part of 
Table VI.  According to (30) and  Fig. 1, in  dissociative 
excitation  the  anisotropy in the form factors for a given 
transition will be a maximum at  threshold,  but will  be 
first  suppressed and  then reversed in sense if the bom- 
barding  electron  energy is increased suffi~iently.~4  In 
contrast, for dissociative capture  the form factors should 
remain  practically  independent of the  energy. 

The dissociation of polyatomic molecules by  photons 
or  electrons  should  also  show  anisotropies,  since in many 
cases the  excitation  probability will depend on the rela- 
tive  orientation of the  incident beam and  a molecular 
a x i ~ . ~ J ~  

In discussing the feasibility  of  optical  masers  utilizing 
excited atoms  generated by  molecular  photodissocia- 
tion, Singer and  GorogS7  have emphasized the impor- 
tance of minimizing the fluorescence  line  width. As il- 
lustrated in our  calculations,  the  width is quite sensi- 
tive to molecular  properties,  and  in  particular to  the 
shape of the  potential curves. The  width  must  therefore 
be investigated  experimentally in each  case.  However, 
some  general  aspects of the problem are  indicated  by 
these  calculations  and  the  available  data.l9 

The Doppler  broadening  arising  from  the  thermal 
center-of-mass  motion is somewhat less than  that of an 
atom  at  the same  temperature,  as noted in (23). I t  can be 
almost  eliminated  by  viewing  the  fluorescence a t  right 
angles to  a molecular In  practice,  however,  it 
appears  that  the  dominant  contribution  to  the Doppler 
width will usually  come from the recoil velocity. An 
obvious  way to minimize this is to use pumping  light 
with  energy  only  slightly  above the threshold for 
producing  fluorescence, so that V(ro)  - V (  m )  in (26) 
is  small. This  approach usually  involves a  very  sub- 
stantial sacrifice in intensity  as  it  discards molecules 
in the lowest  vibrational  states, which almost  always 
lie under a  strongly  sloping  portion of V ( r ) ,  as in 
Fig. 3. Also, even a t  the  threshold,  the  thermal dis- 
tribution of rotational  energy still appears in the recoil 
velocity.  Another  means of limiting  the recoil velocity 
is to select a molecule for which the mass  factor in (27) ,  

(2)"'. 
is small. Unfortunately,  other  requirements  often con- 
flict with  this. Finally, if the  angular  distribution is 

August, 1962) have observed this type of energy  dependence for the 
f (  Recently G. H. Dunn  and L. Kieffer (private communication, 

anisotropy in the distribution of protons  from  the  dissociative ioniza- 
tion of hydrogen by electron impact. 
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markedly  anisotropic,  there is some  advantage i n  ob- 
serving the fluorescence a t  right angles to  the preferred 
direction of recoil. For n “Case X ”  dissociation,  the  ef- 
fective  Doppler  width is that of just one of the lobes. 
For  the  example of Fig. 7 ,  we find Au=3.6,  and 2.5, for 
n =0, 3~(so l id) ,   and   3~(dxhed) ,   respe~t ive ly .~~ From 
(23),  the  thermal  center-of-mass motion alone would 
giveAu=2.5, whereas for an Na atom a t  the  same  tem- 
perature Au = 6.3. Thus i n  this  esnmple it turns  out  that 
pumping a t  the n=O transition would yield a fluores- 

units, lo4 crn/sec. 
For convenience we omit the factor v o / c  and give Av i n  velocity 

cence line half as wide (as well as four times more i n -  
tense) ;IS the line  given by  pumping a t  the n = 3/, transi- 
tion. The  advantage which the 12 = 31, t ransi t io~~ gains 
b\r being  nearer to the  threshold is overbalnnceci by  the 
contributions  from thertnal motion and  transverse 
recoil, which blur  together the two lobes of the fluores- 
cence line. The “recoil splitting”  and  consequent  nar- 
rowing of the fluorescence  line predicted for Case A 
would  be destro\.ed i f  2+2 and 2+II transitions  are 
superimposed as seems likely for NaI.  The Au for the 
n = O  transition i n  Fig. 7 becomes 10 for a  Case B dis- 
sociation,  and 15 for isotropic recoil. 

Summary-The  extension of optical maser  techniques to the y- 
ray region is considered. It is shown that under  certain  conditions in- 
duced y rays  can  be  produced.  The condition of criticality rather than 
that of oscillation is  used because  a -pray maser  does  not  have a 
resonant structure. The main observable  effects  are  the  shortening 
of lifetimes of some y excitations  and  the  appearance of two or more 
coherent y quanta.  It  appears to be dacul t  to prepare samples that 
will become critical. The principles are applied to a specific example. 

I F A BEAS1 OF resonant y rays passes through a 
crystal  containing excited nuclei, the  number of 
additional y quanta produced through induced emis- 

sion  is proportional to  the cross section  given by’ 

tions.  For energies that  are considered here, < 2 O O  keV, 
the  pair production cross section is zero. 

The possibility of observing  decreased  lifetimes arises 
from the  fact  that  at resonance the cross  section for i n -  
duced emission of y rays is much larger than  the elec- 
tronic  scattering cross section. 

Consider now the nlodifications necessary to  describe 
the  decay  rate i f  some induced emission occurs. 

For  spontaneous decay 

where N is the  number of excited nuclei and X is the 
decay  constant. I f  some induced emission occurs, (2) 
has, to  the first  approximation,  the following form 

where y i  and yf are  the reciprocal lifetimes of the upper 
and lower states,  respectively, X is the  wavelength of the 
emitted  radiation divided  by 2n,  and Ii and I f  are  the 
spins for the upper  and lower states.  However,  the  in- 
tensity of a monochromatic  y-ray  beam passing 
through  matter decreases exponentially *TU 

d*V 

dl 
- = - XN(1 + p )  (3) 

where p is the  probability for a y ray  to  stimulate  an 
emission. p is  defined as 

= c-\..,. (4) 
I = I,,c-A‘a.r 

?1 

where N is the  number  density  of  atoms  in  the  crystal where N is the  number  density  of excited  nuclei, u is the 
and ue is the  electronic  scattering cross  section. In  this induced emission cross section  and 
case u. is  a  sum of photoelectric and  Compton  cross sec- 

A’nrn = N ~ u !  + N,,,, (5) 
n 

* Received  August  13, 1962. 
t Boeing Scientific Research Laboratories, Seattle,  Wash. where N, is the number density of lower (or  ground) 
$ Boeing  Scientific Research Laboratories, Seattle, Wash.  Con- state nuclei, U/ is the nuclear resonant  absorption cross 

sultant from Stanford  University,  Palo  Alto,  Calif. 
1 W. Heitler,  “Quantum  Theory of Radiation, Oxford University section, Ne is the  total  number  density of atoms in the 

Press, London,  Eng., 3rd. ed., p. 186; 1954. crystal  and ue is the  average electronic  cross  section per 


